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Abstra t

In this paper, we onsider a data mining problem for semi-stru tured
data. Modeling semi-stru tured data as labeled ordered trees, we present
an eÆ ient algorithm for dis overing frequent substru tures from a large
olle tion of semi-stru tured data. By extending the enumeration te hnique
developed by Bayardo (SIGMOD'98) for dis overing long itemsets, our algorithm s ales almost linearly in the total size of maximal tree patterns
ontained in an input olle tion depending mildly on the size of the longest
pattern. We also developed several pruning te hniques that signi antly
speed-up the sear h. Experiments on Web data show that the our algorithm runs eÆ iently on real-life datasets ombined with proposed pruning
te hniques in the wide range of parameters.
keywords: Web mining, semi-stru tured data, asso iation rule mining,
itemset enumeration tree, labeled ordered trees, data mining algorithms
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By rapid progress of network and storage te hnologies, a huge amount of ele troni data su h as Web
pages and XML data has been available on intra and
internet. These ele troni data are heterogeneous
olle tion of ill-stru tured data that have no rigid
stru tures, and often alled semi-stru tured data [1℄.
Hen e, there have been in reasing demands for automati methods for extra ting useful information,
parti ularly, for dis overing rules or patterns from
large olle tions of semi-stru tured data, namely,
semi-stru tured data mining [7, 11, 16, 17, 19, 25℄.
In this paper, we model su h semi-stru tured data
and patterns by labeled ordered trees, and study the
problem of dis overing all frequent tree-like patterns
that have at least a minsup support in a given olle tion of semi-stru tured data.
We present an eÆ ient pattern mining algorithm
Find-Freq-Trees for dis overing all frequent tree
patterns from a large olle tion of labeled ordered
trees.
Previous algorithms for nding tree-like patterns basi ally adopted a straightforward generate-and-test
strategy [17, 24℄. In ontrast, our algorithm FindFreq-Trees is an in remental algorithm that simultaneously onstru ts the set of frequent patterns
and their o urren es level by level. For the purpose,
we devise an eÆ ient enumeration te hnique for ordered trees by generalizing the itemset enumeration
tree by Bayardo [9℄.
The key of our method is the notion of the rightmost
expansion , a te hnique to grow a tree by atta hing
new nodes only on the rightmost bran h of the tree.
Furthermore, we show that it is suÆ ient to maintain only the o urren es of the rightmost leaves to
eÆ iently implement in remental omputation.
Combining the above te hniques, we show that our
algorithm s ales almost linearly in the total size of
maximal tree patterns ontained in an input olle tion slightly depending on the size of the longest pattern. We also developed a pruning te hnique that
signi antly speeds-up the sear h.
Experiments on real-world datasets show that the
our algorithm runs eÆ iently on real-life datasets
ombined with a proposed pruning te hnique in the
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person: f name:Alan,tel:7786,tel:2133 g,
person: f
name: ffirst:Sara, last:Green g,
tel:6877 g,
person: f name:Fred, tel:6312, age:33 g

Figure 1: semi-stru tured data
<person>
<name> Alan </name>
<tel> 7786 </tel>
<tel> 2133 </tel>
</person>
<person>
<name>
<first> Sara </first>
<last> Green </last>
</name>
<tel> 6877 </tel>
</person>
<person>
<name> Fred </name>
<tel> 6312 </tel>
<age> 33 </age>
</person>

Figure 2: a XML do ument

wide range of parameters.

1.1 Related Works
Semi-stru tured data is su h data represented as a
tree-like stru ture as shown in Fig. 1. There are
a number of studies on a semi-stru tured database.
For example, a onsiderable amount of studies on
query languages and index stru tures are exe uted
[2, 10, 22℄. On the other hand, the lasses of tagged
texts su h as HTML and XML [21℄, as shown in
Fig. 2 an also be regarded as semi-stru tured data.
There are standardization a tivities of query languages and data stru tures of XML[21, 23℄.
But, there are still not many resear hes about data
mining for semi-stru tured data. Wang and Liu[25℄
onsidered a s hema dis overy problem for semistru tured data, and presented the algorithm for disovering asso iation rules where an item is a path.
Miyahara et al.[17℄ also onsidered the same problem based on the spe ial tree-like patterns, alled
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1.2 Organization
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Se tion 2, we prepare basi notions and de nitions.
In Se tion 3, we des ribe our sear h strategy used
for enumerating all labeled ordered tree without dupli ates. In Se tion 3, we present our algorithm for
dis overing all frequent patterns from a olle tion
of labeled ordered trees using in remental update
te hnique of the o urren e information ombined
with the enumeration te hnique shown in the previous se tion. In Se tion 4, we des ribe how we an
speed-up the sear h by using pruning te hniques. In
Se tion 5, we run experiments on real datasets and
show the eÆ ien y and the s ale-up properties of our
mining algorithm. In Se tion 6, we on lude and give
future works.
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Figure 3: a database
tag tree patterns.
Several mining methods for a tree or a graph stru ture are proposed although they are not dire tly
appli able to semi-stru tured data mining. Wang,
Shapiro, Shasha et al.[24℄ devised the algorithm for
dis overing approximately ommon subtree, and applied it to a motif dis overy in multiple RNA se ondary stru tures in genomi s. Dehaspe et al.[11℄
presented the eÆ ient algorithm solving the frequent
substru ture dis overy problem for labeled graphs,
and applied it to the problem of fun tion predi tion
of hemi al ompounds. Matsuda and Motoda et
al.[16℄ presented the algorithm for extra ting typial patterns from a dire ted graph. Their algorithm
uses a method alled the graph-based indu tion.
In the asso iation rule dis overy problem, Agrawal
et al.[4, 5℄ developed an algorithm, alled Apriori,
whi h is a popular data mining problem. Their algorithm dis overs frequent itemsets eÆ iently by using a subset latti e of an itemset. A tually the algorithms [11, 25℄ des ribed above are based on Apriori.
But it is said that the eÆ ien y of Apriori slowdowns
if a database ontains long itemsets.
To ope with this problem, Bayardo[9℄ proposed
the algorithm dis overing long itemsets eÆ iently.
The algorithm is based on the itemset enumeration te hnique, alled set-enumeration tree, whi h
enumerates all the frequent itemsets without repetition. Sese and Morishita[20℄ presented the algorithm dis overing optimal itemsets, based on the
set-enumeration tree and a method of merging o urren e lists of ea h itemset. In addition to these
works, there are many works that omplement Apriori algorithm [3, 4, 5, 9, 14, 20℄ Our results generalizes the te hniques of [9℄ and [20℄ above, and thus
an be regarded as a tree- ounter part of the se ond

2 Preliminaries

In this se tion, we introdu e basi notions and de nitions on semi-stru tured data and our data mining
problems.

2.1 Labeled Ordered Trees

For a set A, #A denotes the ardinality of A. Let
ing to attributes in semi-stru tured data or tags in
tagged texts. We model semi-stru tured databases
and patterns over them with labeled ordered trees [6℄
de ned as follows.
De nition 1 A labeled ordered tree on L (an
ordered tree, for short) is a 6-tuple T =
(V; E; L; L; v0 ; ), where
L = fl; l0 ; l1 ; : : :g be a nite set of labels orrespond-

 G = (V; E; v0 ) is a tree with a root v0, where V
is a nite set of nodes and E  V 2 is the set of
edges. For a node v 2 V , we denote by paT (v)

the parent node of v, and by hT (v) the set of
all the hild nodes of v.
 L : V ! L is a labeling fun tion that assigns a
label L(v) to ea h node v 2 V .
   V 2 is a binary relation, alled the sibling
relation for T , satisfying the followings: (i) If
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Figure 5: an ordered tree of normal form
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In Fig. 4, we show an example of semi-stru tured
databases. Intuitively, D is a labeled tree obtained
by merging a olle tion of labeled trees D1 ; : : : ; Dm ,
where ea h subtree Di represents a Web page or an
XML do uments. Thus, we refer to the maximal
subtree of D whose nodes are labeled with the same
do ument name as a do ument . We de ne the size
of D by the total number jjDjj = #VD of its nodes.
A labeled ordered tree T of size k  1 is said to be of
normal form if it satis es the following onditions:

Figure 4: a database
nodes v1; v2 2 V have a same parent then v1 
v2 or v2  v1 , (ii) otherwise neither v1  v2 nor
v2  v1 . For an internal node, its hildren are
ordered from left to right as u1      un for
some n  0, where u  v i u  v but v 6 u.

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we show examples of labeled
ordered trees, where a ir le indi ates a node and a
symbol appears in a ir le indi ates a label.
 The set of the nodes of T is VT = f1; : : : ; kg.
Let T be a labeled ordered tree. The size of T is  All elements in VT are numbered by preorder
de ned by the number of its nodes jT j = #V . For a
traversal [6℄ of T .
path  = (x0 ; : : : ; xn 1) (n  0) in T , we de ne the
length of the path to be jj = n. For a node v 2 V ,
following lemma immediately follows from the
the depth of v, denoted by depth(v), is de ned as The
de
nition.
the length of the path from the root v0 to v. The
depth of a labeled ordered tree T is the length of the Lemma 1 Let T be any labeled ordered tree with k
longest path from the root to some leaf in T . For nodes. If T is of normal form then the root is v0 = 1
an ordered tree T = (V; E; L; L; v0 ; ), we refer to and the rightmost leaf is vk 1 = k in T .
V; E; L; and  as VT ; ET ; LT ; and T respe tively, if
it is lear from ontext.
Fig. 5 shows an ordered tree of normal form, where
a symbol in a ir le represents a label, and a number
atta hed to the right of a ir le represents a node2.2 Problem Statement
name. The size of the tree is 9, and we see that the
A semi-stru tured database (a dataset , for short) is root is 1 and the rightmost leaf is 9.
a triple D = hD; ; Æi, where
For a nonnegative integer k  1, a substru ture pattern of size k (a k-pattern , for short) is an ordered
 D is an ordered tree on L, and is alled a data tree
T on L of normal form and jT j = k . For every
tree. We assume that the root v0 of D, has a
k  1, we denote the set of all k -patterns by Tk and
spe ial label that does not belong to L.
the set ofSnall patterns by T := Sk Tk . We also de ne
  = fd1 ; : : : ; dm g is a set of do ument names. T n := k=1 Tk for every positive integer n  1.
de ne our data mining problem, we need the no Æ : VD nfv0 g !  is a do ument name fun tion To
of the o urren es of a pattern in a dataset,
de ned as follows. Let Di be a subtree whose tions
whi
h
is not straightforward in the ase for ordered
root is the i-th hild of v0 . Then, Æ is de ned trees unlike
ase for itemsets. We rst start with
as the fun tion that satis es Æ(v) = di for all de ning the the
notion of mat hing fun tions.
v 2 VD .
i

3

a mat hing fun tion from T to D is any fun tion k-pattern T 2 Tk and a mat hing fun tion ' from
' : VT ! VD that satis es the following onditions T to D , we de ne the root o urren e (the o ur(i){(iv) for any v; v1 ; v2 2 VT .
ren e or O , for short), the rightmost o urren e
(the rml-o urren e or Ro for short), and the do (i) ' is a one-to-one mapping . That is, if v1 6= v2 ument o urren e (the do -o urren e or Do , for
short) of T w.r.t. ' to be '(1), '(k), and Æ('(1)),
then '(v1 ) 6= '(v2 ).
respe tively.
(ii) ' preserves the parent- hild relation . That is, Based on the above notions of the o urren es, we
(v1 ; v2 ) 2 ET i ('(v1 ); '(v2 )) 2 ED .
de ne the root-o urren e list (Oo (T )), the rmlo
(iii) ' preserves the sibling relation . That is, v1 T urren e list (Ro (T )), and the do ument o urren e list (Do (T )) as follows.
v2 i '(v1 ) D '(v2 ).
(iv) ' preserves the label of ea h node . That is,  O (T ) =
LT (v ) = LD ('(v )).
f'(1) j ' : VT ! VD is a mat hing fun tiong.
We say that T o urs in D if there exists some mat h-  Ro (T ) =
f'(k) j ' : VT ! VD is a mat hing fun tiong.
ing fun tion from T to D.
The above de nition of mat hing fun tions is a  Do (T ) = fÆ(v) j v 2 O (T )g.
variant of those widely used in the ommunity of
string/tree pattern mat hing [15℄. Note that '(v1 ) Though the de nition of the rml-o urren e may apand '(v2 ) need not be adja ent even if v1 and v2
to be strange at rst glan e and it is not used
are adja ent in the ondition (iii) of our de nition. pear
in
the
below, the dis ussion in Se tion 3
Equivalently, a tree T mat hes another tree D i T and Sedetionnitions
4 will reveal that it possesses a number
is obtained from a subtree D0 of D by repeatedly of good properties
and will play a key role in our
removing leaves and in ident edges from D0.
algorithms.
Unlike the ase for itemsets or strings, the mat hing
a dataset D = hD; ; Æi and a k-pattern T , we
problem for labeled ordered tree patterns is not easy Given
ne the o urren e-frequen y (the o -frequen y,
to solve [24℄. A straightforward algorithm de ide the de
for
short) and the do ument-frequen y (the do mat hing, if T mat hes D, in O(mn) time and this frequen
y, for short) of as follows.
is improved to O(m0:75 n) time in [15℄, while it is
not known if it is possible to solve this problem in
O (T )
:
 f reqD (T ) = #jjDjj
O (m + n), where m = jT j and n = jD j.
(T ) :
Most straightforward notion of an o urren e of a k-  do f reqD (T ) = #Do
#
pattern T in a dataset will be a mat hing fun tion ' :
VT ! VD from T to D itself. However, this de nition
0 <   1 be a positive number. A k-pattern T
of o urren es has a drawba k that a pattern has Let
is
 -frequent w.r.t. the o urren e frequen y in D if
unne essarily many o urren es. In reality, we an f req (T )   and is -frequent w.r.t. the do ument
D
see that a k-pattern may have exponentially many frequen
y in D if do f reqD (T )  .
o urren es in the size k of the pattern on a dataset
An instan e of our data mining problem is a triplet
of total size n.
hL; D; i, a set of labels L, a dataset D = hD; ; Æi,
Instead, we will de ne the o urren es of a pattern and
number 0 <   1, alled the minbased on the set of nodes of the data tree D to imuma positive
support
(
, for short). We now state
whi h a designated node in the pattern maps. Let our data miningminsup
problem,
alled the frequent patD = hD; ; Æi be a dataset, and k be a positive inte- tern dis overy problem, as follows.
ger. Re all that for any k-pattern T , it follows from
Lemma 1 that the nodes 1 and k 2 VT are the root Frequent Pattern Dis overy Problem
4

Find-Freq-Trees
frequent w.r.t. the o urren e frequen y in D, i.e., Algorithm
Input : A dataset D = hD; ; Æi, a set L of labels,
f reqD (T )   .
and a minsup 0 <   1.
Output
: A set F of all -frequent patterns in D.
This problem is a generalization of the frequent itemset dis overy problem in asso iation rule mining [4℄. Method :
The following problem is a natural variation of the 1 F1 := the set of -frequent 1-patterns, and
2 ompute the set Ro 1 of their rml-o urren es;
above problem in Web mining appli ations.
3 k := 2;
Do -Frequent Pattern Dis overy Problem
4 while Fk 1 6= ; do begin
Problem: Find all patterns T 2 T that are - 5
hCk ; Ro k i := Expand-Trees(Fk 1 ; Ro k 1);
frequent w.r.t. the do ument frequen y in D, i.e., 6 forea h pattern T 2 Ck do
do f reqD (T )   .
7
Compute f reqD (T ) from Ro k (T );
8
if f reqD (T )   then Fk = Fk [ fT g;
9
k
:=
k + 1;
2.3 Representation of Ordered Trees
10 end /* while-loop */
In this paper, we assume that ordered trees are rep- 11 return F = F1 [    [ Fk 1;
resented by the rst- hild, right-sibling representation [6℄. In this representation, ea h node v 2 VT Figure 6: The algorithm for dis overing all frequent
of a ordered tree T has two informations, the rst ordered tree patterns in a dataset D, where for every
hild hild(v) and the right sibling next(v). The k  1, Fk is the set of all -frequent patterns in D
rst hild of v is a leftmost hild of v, and the right and Ro k is the set of their rightmost o urren e
sibling is a next sibling of v. If v does not have
the rst hild (resp., the right sibling) then we as- lists.
sume that hild(v) = N IL (resp., next(v) = N IL).
This representation is also adopted in a standard of In the rst pass, the algorithm simply ounts the
data format and appli ation interfa e of XML, alled number and the positions of the o urren es of the
distin t labels by traversing the data tree D. The reDOM [1℄.
sults are stored in the set F1 and Ro 1 , respe tively.
In the subsequent pass k  2, the algorithm om3 A Basi Mining Algorithm
putes the set Fk of all frequent k-patterns and the
set Ro k of their rightmost o urren e lists simultaIn this se tion, we present an eÆ ient algorithm for neously by using the sub-pro edure Expand-Trees
dis overing all frequent tree patterns that s ales al- shown in Fig. 9. Repeating this pro ess until no
most linearly in the total size of the maximal pat- more frequent patterns are generated, the algorithm
terns embedded in a dataset. In the rest of this se - omputes all -frequent patterns in D.
tion, we des ribe the eÆ ient enumeration of labeled
ordered tree patterns in Subse tion 3.2 and the in- 3.2 EÆ ient Enumeration of Ordered
remental omputation of the rml-o urren e lists in
Trees
Subse tion 3.3.
Our enumeration algorithm uses a similar te hnique
to the set enumeration tree sear h of Bayardo [9℄.
3.1 Overview of the Algorithm
A basi idea of our enumeration algorithm will be
In Fig. 6, we present our algorithm Find-Freq- illustrated in Fig. 7. In the sear h, starting with a set
Trees for dis overing all frequent ordered tree pat- of trees onsisting of single nodes, the enumeration
terns that have the frequen y at least the given min- algorithm expands a given ordered tree of size k 1
imum support threshold 0   < 1 in a dataset D. by atta hing a new node at a leaf position to yield
As the basi design of the algorithm, we adopted larger tree of size k. We an easily see that this
the levelwise sear h as in the Apriori algorithm [4℄ sear h strategy yields all k-patterns in Tk by at most
ombined with eÆ ient enumeration te hnique [9℄. k appli ations of expansion.
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Figure 8: (p; l)-expansion
Figure 7: A sear h graph for (unlabeled) ordered some label l 2 L. Then, we say that either S is
trees
the prede essor of T or T is a su essor of S . For
onvention, we assume a spe ial labeled ordered tree,
alled the empty tree , ? su h that j?j = 0 and any
However, when expansion at arbitrary positions may single
node tree is a su essor of ?.
ause that some ordered tree may have more than
one prede essor. This auses the dupli ated enu- De nition 5 Let L be the set of labels and T be
meration and makes the Apriori-like algorithm [4℄ the set of ordered trees on L. The enumeration dag
behave poorly on the datasets ontaining long fre- for T based on the rightmost expansion is a dire ted
quent patterns. To over ome this problem, we give graph G de ned as follows. There is the unique root
the restri ted form of expansion, alled a rightmost ?. Ea h node of the tree G is an ordered tree on
expansion, as follows. We denote the rightmost leaf L. There exists an out-going edge from a node S to
of an ordered tree T by rml(T ).
another node T i T is a rightmost expansion of S .
De nition 3 For a labeled ordered tree T , the In Fig. 7, we show an example of the enumeration
rightmost bran h of T is the unique path from the dag for the unlabeled ordered trees. The dag of
root to the rightmost leaf in T .
Fig. 7 is a tually a tree in this ase. We will formally
this laim in the last part of this se tion. The
Equivalently, the rightmost bran h is a path  in show
level of a node S is the minimum length of the paths
T starting from the root su h that every x 2 
from
to S . For every k  0, the k-th layer
is maximal in . Re all that for any k-pattern T , of G isthetheroot
set of all nodes of level k. We see that G
rml(T ) = k by Lemma 1.
is a tually a y li be ause an appli ation of the exLet A be a set, f : A ! A be a fun tion, and n  0 pansion in reases the size of a tree by one. We have
be a nonnegative integer. Then, f n is a fun tion the following properties on the rightmost expansion.
de ned as f 0(x) = x and f k (x) = f (f k 1(x)) for Re all that a k-pattern is a labeled ordered tree of
size k in normal form.
any x 2 A and k = 1; : : : ; n.
De nition 4 Let T 2 T be patterns over L, 0  Lemma 2 For every k  2, if T is a (k 1)p < depth(rml(T )) be any integer, and l 2 L be any pattern then any rightmost expansion of T is also
label. Suppose that x = rml(T ) is the rightmost a k-pattern.
leaf of T , and y = paT p(x) is the p-th parent of x.
Then, the (p; l)-expansion of T is the labeled ordered Proof. If T0 0 is the rightmost expansion of T , then
tree S obtained by atta hing a new node k with the trivially jT j = k. Sin e the new node vk = k is
label l to the node y so that the atta hed node is the atta hed to a node on the rightmost bran h of T , it
should be the last node in the preorder traversal of
rightmost hild of y. (See Fig. 8).
T 0 . This shows the lemma.
2
A rightmost expansion of an ordered tree T is the
(p; l)-expansion S of T for some integer p  0 and Lemma 3 For every k  2, if T is a k-pattern then
6

T

Algorithm Expand-Trees(Fold ; Ro old )
Input : A set Fold of patterns, and the indexed set
Ro old of their rml-o urren es indexed by trees
in Fold.

is a rightmost expansion of T 0 .

Suppose that T is obtained from some (k
1)-pattern T 0 by atta hing the node k as a rightmost
leaf. Then, we see that removing the atta hed leaf k
from T is the only way to build any prede essor of
T . Sin e this hoi e of k as the rml of T is unique,
the prede essor of T is also unique.
2
From Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 above, we see that
the enumeration graph has good properties for the
sear h of T as follows.
Proof.

Output :

The set F of the rightmost expansions of
trees in Fold and the indexed set Ro old of
their rml-o urren es indexed by trees in F.
Method :
1 F := ;; Ro := ;;
2 forea h tree T 2 Fold do
3 forea h position 0  p < depth(rml(T )) do
4
forea h label l 2 L do begin
5
Compute the (p; l)-expansion S of T ;
6
Ro (S ) := Update-Ro (Ro old (T ); p; l);
Theorem 4 Let G be the enumeration dag for T
F = F [ fS g;
based on the rightmost expansion. Then, for every 7
8
end
k  0, the k -th layer exa tly ontains the members
of Tk , and the whole G exa tly ontains the members 9 return hF ; Ro i;

of T . Furthermore, G forms a tree, i.e., all nodes
but the root have the unique prede essor.

Figure 9: The algorithm for omputing all rightmost expansions of a set of trees. The sub-pro edure
By the above theorem, we all the dag G the enu- Update-Ro
will be later des ribed in Subse meration tree for T in what follows. Using the enu- tion 3.3.
meration dag for T , all labeled ordered tree in T an
be enumerated.
The key of the algorithm Update-Ro is how to
In Fig. 9, we present the algorithm Expand-Trees eÆ iently store the information of the mat hing ' :
that omputes Fk and the orresponding set Ro k of VT ! VD from ea h pattern T 2 Ck to the data
the rml-o urren e lists. Given a set Fold  T and tree D. Instead of re ording the full information
the set Ro old of the orresponding rml-o urren e h'(1); : : : ; '(k)i of the mat hing fun tions ' : VT !
lists, the algorithm Expand-Trees omputes the VD , the algorithm maintains only the information of
set F of the su essors of those trees in Fold by us- the rml-o urren es '(k), where k = rml(T ) is the
ing the rightmost expansion te hnique shown above. rightmost leaf.
The omputation of the set Ro of rml-o urren e The following lemma is useful to in rementally omlists in step 6 and the orre tness of the whole algo- pute
Ro (T ) from Ro (S ) of its prede essor S .
rithm will be dis ussed in detail in the next subse tion.
Lemma 5 Suppose a (k 1)-pattern T o urs in a
data tree D, and ' : VT ! VD is a mat hing fun tion
3.3 Updating O uren e Lists
from T to D. Let T 0 be a (p; l)-expansion of T , then
the fun tion : V ! VD satisfying the following
To ompute the frequen y of ea h enumerated pat- three onditions is aT mat hing
fun tion from T 0 to D.
tern T 2 T , it is suÆ ient to ompute the rmlo urren e list Ro (T ) of T sin e either Do (T ) or (1) is an extension of ' as a mapping. That is,
O (T ) is easily omputable from Ro (T ). Thus, we
(i) = '(i) holds for any i = 1; : : : ; k 1.
on entrate on the problem of omputing Ro (T ) for
(2) (k) is a hild of paD (i) for any p  0, and
all andidates T 2 Ck .
(k)  i if p 6= 0, where i = paD p 1('(k 1)).
In this subse tion, we give the algorithm UpdateRo for in rementally updates the rml-o uren e
(3) LD ( (k)) = l holds.
list Ro (T ) of a k-pattern T obtained by the rightThe next lemma immediately follows from Lemma 5.
most expansion. (Fig. 10.)
0

7

(OldRo ; p; l)
Input : A node list OldRo , a nonnegative
integer p  0, and a label l 2 L.
Output : A node list newlist.
Method :
N ewRo := ;
1 for ea h last 2 OldRo do
2 if p = 0 then
3
v = hild(last); /* the rst hild of last */
4 else then
5
ur := paD p 1 (last);
6
v := next( ur ); /* the right sibling of ur */
7 while v 6= N IL do begin
8
if LD (v) = l then
9
N ewRo = N ewRo [ fv g;
10 v = next(v);
11 end /* while-loop */
12 end /* for-loop */
13 return N ewRo ;
Algorithm Update-Ro

Lemma 6, we have the next orollary.
Corollary 7 Let Fold  T and Ro old = Ro (Fold ).
Given an input hFold ; Ro old i, The algorithm
Expand-Trees omputes the pair hF ; Ro (F )i in
time O(k2 `bN ), where k is the maximum size of patterns in Fold , ` = #L, b is the maximum bran hing
of D and N = jjRo old jj = T 2Fold #Ro (T ).

P

We prepare some notations. In the following, D is an
input dataset on L and 0 <   1 is a real number,
` = #L, b is the maximum bran hing of D . Let F
be the set of all -frequent patterns in D. Then, k
denotes the maximum size of the frequent patterns in
F . A frequent pattern is maximal if any rightmost
expansion of the pattern is no longer frequent on
D. From the next theorem, we an expe t that the
algorithm runs with reasonable time omplexity in
pra ti e sin e both F and jjRo (F )jj will not be
extremely large.

Figure 10: An in remental algorithm for updating
the rml-o uren e list of a given k-pattern

Theorem 8 Let

D be a database, L be a label set,

and 0 <   1 be a real number. Then, the algorithm Find-Freq-Trees of Fig. 6 nds all Lemma 6 Let T 2 Tk , 0  p < depth(rml(T ))  k, frequent patterns in T in time O(jjDjj + k2 b` N ),
and l 2 L be any label. The algorithm Update-Ro where N = jjRo (F )jj is the total o urren es of
omputes, given an input hRo (T ); p; li, the rml- the frequent patterns.
o urren e list Ro (S ) of the (p; l)-expansion S of T
in time O(kbn), where b is the maximum bran hing Furthermore, the next theorem indi ates that the alof D and n = #Ro (T ).
gorithm s ales almost linearly in the sum of the sizes

of the maximal frequent patterns as in MaxMiner [9℄
A straightforward algorithm omputes Ro (T ) in when the maximum size k and ` = #L grows slowly.
time O(km) from s rat h, where k = jT j and m = Thus, the algorithm is eÆ ient for datasets with long
jjDjj. Therefore, the proposed algorithm above runs patterns.
faster than the straightforward algorithm when the
produ t bn is mu h smaller than jjDjj, that is, the Theorem 9 The algorithm Find-Freq-Trees of
Fig. 6 enumerates at most O(k`M ) patterns during
frequen y of T in D is low.
omputation, where M is the sum of the sizes of
Consider the algorithm Expand-Trees of Fig. 9. the
the maximal -frequent patterns.
The algorithm maintains two data F and Ro . F
is a set of su essors enumerated by the rightmost
expansion te hnique. Ro  T  (VD ) is an indexed 3.4 An Example
set of o urren e lists su h that for every T 2 T , Consider the dataset D onsisting of jj = 4 do uRo (T ) denotes the list of o urren es orresponding
ments in Fig. 4 and assume that the minimum supto T . For F  T , we de ne Ro (F ) = f(T ; Ro (T )) : port
is  = 0:5 and L = fA; B; C g. This value
T 2 F g. We de ne the size of Ro by jjRo jj =
PT 2F Ro (T ).
of  implies that the minimum do -o uren e is 2
do uments. We show the patterns generated by the
Now, we show the orre tness of the algorithm sub-pro edure Expand-Trees of Fig. 9 in Fig. 11
Expand-Trees of Fig. 9 and the main algorithm and the orresponding rml-o uren e lists omputed
8

(
)
Input : A node list OldRo , and a nonnegative
integer p  0.
Output : A set of rml-o uren e lists
fN ewRo (l) j l 2 Lg.
Method :
for ea h l 2 L do
N ewRo (l) := ;;
for ea h last 2 OldRo do
if p = 0 then
v = hild(last); /* the rst hild of last */
else then
ur := paD p 1 (last);
v := next( ur ); /* the right sibling of ur */
while v 6= N IL do begin
 = LD (v ) ;
N ewRo () = N ewRo () [ fv g;
v = next(v );
end /* while-loop */
end /* for-loop */
return fN ewRo (l) j l 2 Lg;
Algorithm S

Figure 11: an example of Find-Freq-Trees: a
white pattern represents a frequent pattern, and a
shadowed pattern represents an infrequent pattern.
The number atta hed to ea h pattern represents the
ID of the pattern.
by the sub-pro edure Update-Ro of Fig. 10 in Table 1. In Fig. 11, ea h dotted line indi ates the generation of a pattern of size k  1 from its prede essor
of size k 1 by the rightmost expansion.
First, the algorithm omputes the set F1 of the frequent 1-patterns in step 1 by traversing the data tree
D and re ords their o urren es in Ro 1 . Calling
Expand-Trees with F1 and Ro 1 gives the andidate set C2 and the set of their rml-o uren e lists
Ro 2 . In Table 1, we see that C2 ontains patterns
207, 208, 209. In the entry for 207, we see that the
pattern 207 is obtained from its prede essor 103 with
label C by atta hing a new leaf with label A. The
rml-o uren e list of 207 is f4; 11; 20g, and the do o uren e list is f1; 2; 4g, orresponding to the rst,
se ond and the fourth do uments of D in Fig. 4.
Then, the pattern 209 has frequen y 0:25 <  = 0:5,
and thus, it is dis arded from F2 .
Calling Expand-Trees with F2 and Ro 2 gives C3
and Ro 3 . In the entry for C3 in Table 1, we see
that the su essors of 208, say 319{324, have do frequen y less than  = 0:5. Thus, they are removed
from F3 . Only one su essor of 207, namely 315,
has do -frequen y no less than 0.5 and are frequent.
Finally, sin e none of su essor of 315 in C4 appear
in the dataset, the algorithm terminates and returns
F = F1 [ F2 [ F3 .

anning-Siblings OldRo ; p

Figure 12: An improved algorithm of Update-Ro
4 Improvement

In this se tion, we onsider some improvements of
the proposal algorithms.

4.1 The Algorithm S

anning-Siblings

The algorithm S anning-Siblings, shown in
Fig. 12, is an improvement of the algorithm
Update-Ro
of Fig. 10. Let T be a pattern,
then S anning-Siblings al ulates all the rmlo uren e lists w.r.t. ea h (p; l)-expansion of T
for a given nonnegative integer p and a given rmlo uren e list OldRo . The algorithm performs
as follows. First the algorithm reates the empty
lists N ewRo (l) for every l 2 L. Then, for ea h
v 2 OldRo it adds v to N ewRo () where  is
a label of v. Note that S anning-Siblings s ans
ea h node v 2 Ro (T ) only at on e, while UpdateRo s ans them #L times for al ulating all the rmlo uren e lists w.r.t. ea h (p; l)-expansion of T for a
xed p  0. Therefore S anning-Siblings is more
eÆ ient than Update-Ro by fa tor of O(#L).
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Table 1: Ro (T ), Do (T ) and do f reqD (T ) of the patterns in Fig. 11
stage k Ck prede essor Fk Ro (T )
Do (T )
do f reqD (T )
{
{
101 f4,11,13,16,18,20g
f1,2,3,4g 1.0
1
{
{
102 f3,6,7,9,15,17g
f1,2,3g 0.75
{
{
103 f2,5,8,10,12,14,19,21,22g f1,2,3,4g 1.0
207
103
207 f4,11,20g
f1,2,4g 0.75
103
208 f3,9,15g
f1,2,3g 0.75
2 208
209
103
{ f21g
f4g
0.25


3

313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324




207
207
207
207
207
207
208
208
208
208
208
208


 
{ ;
{ f6g
315 f5,12g
{ ;
{ ;
{ f21g
{ ;
{ ;
{ ;
{ f4g
{ ;
{ ;
 


;
f1g
f1,2g
;
;
f4g
;
;
;
f1g
;
;


4.2 The Pruning Using Frequent
1-patterns



0
0.25
0.5
0
0
0.25
0
0
0
0.25
0
0


algorithm re ords the pairs of labels for every frequent 2-pattern. Then it he ks the pair of labels
of a new node and the node atta hed it to, on genLet T be a -in frequent 1-pattern and the label erating a rightmost expansion. If the he ked pair
of the unique node of T be l. Then, the following of labels is not -frequent, then the algorithm prune
obviously holds: The label l does not appear in any this rightmost expansion sin e it is not -frequent.
 -frequent pattern T 0 2 T + .
Suppose the set of the labels evaluated to all the 4.4 The Algorithm
Dupli ate-Dete tion
 -frequent 1-patterns is alled the frequent label set
and is denoted L+. Then the rightmost expansions This optimization is shown to be most e e tive in the
of any pattern is generated for ea h l 2 L+ instead proposed te hniques in this se tion from experiments
of L be ause of the fa t.
of Se tion 5. Let T be a -frequent pattern and T 0
be a rightmost expansion of T . When the algorithm
Update-Ro or the algorithm S anning-Siblings
4.3 The Pruning Using Frequent
omputes the rml-o uren e list Ro (T 0), it s ans all
2-patterns
the nodes of hD (v) if p = 0, and on all the nodes
Let T be a -frequent 2-pattern with the labels of that are to the right of papD 1(v) if p  1, for any
the root and the leaf of T be l1 and l2. Then, the v 2 Ro (T ). But this method often s ans the same
following assertion holds: For any -frequent pattern nodes more than on e if p  1.
T 0 2 T + and nodes v1 ; v2 of T 0 , if L0 (v1 ) = l1 and
This problem is solved by improving the algorithm
L0 (v2 ) = l2 holds then (v1 ; v2 ) 62 E 0 also holds.
S anning-Siblings and this yields an optimizaThe algorithm with the pruning method based on tion te hnique Dupli ate-Dete tion, as follows.
this assertion are developed as follows. First the First the algorithm initializes a variable last to N IL.
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Table 2: the URL of the orresponding sear h engine were also olle tions of gi-generated HTML pages,
of ea h dataset
but ea h dataset onsists of HTML pages obtained
from the same sear h engines. Thus, these datasets
datasets
URL
are homogeneous and may ontains evident regularallsites
(mixture of 30 sites)
ities embedded in the HTML pages. These datasets
altavista
http://www.altavista. om/
in lude altavista, google, WebCrawler, ly os, fast,
http://www.google. om/
google
argos . These ve datasets ontains the list of the
W ebCrawler http://www.web rawler. om/
sear h results with title, summary, URL, related
ly os
http://www.ly os. om/
pages and so on. These datasets were used for the
http://www.fastsear h. om/
f ast
performan e evaluation varying the minimum supargos
http://argos.evansville.edu/ port.
http:// iteseer.nj.ne . om/
iteseers
The last dataset, iteseers , is the largest olle tion of
5.6MB and ontains the list of bibliographi data in
Next, for ea h v 2 Ro (T ) it he ks the value ofplast HTML pages for online resear h papers onsisting
before s anning on the nodes of D. If last = paD (v) of title, authors, abstra ts, sour es, itations, and
then it skips the manipulation for v 2 Ro (T ) and other bibliographi informations. This dataset was
goes to the next nodes of v in Ro (T ). Otherwise
the used for the s ale-up experiments.
p
algorithm substitutes the variable last for paD (v). Table 3 shows the parameters of these datasets. The
rst four entries show the size of the HTML pages,
Dupli ate-Dete tion enumerates all the nodes of
rml-o uren e list without repetition, if the following the number of pages, the number of nodes in the
two onditions are satis ed: (i) all the elements of orresponding data tree D, the number of distin t
Ro (T ) are ordered in the preorder of D for any 1- labels/HTML tags. The next three entries show
pattern T , and (ii) the algorithm pi ks up all the the average, the varian e, and the maximum of the
nodes of Ro (T ) in the order of Ro (T ). Details are bran hing fa tor of the data tree. The last three
omitted here and will be given in the full paper. entries show the average, the varian e, and the maximum of the depth of the data tree.
All experiments were performed on PC (PentiumIII
5 Experimental Results
600MHz, 512 megabytes RAM, linux 2.2.14). The alTo evaluate the e e tiveness of our algorithm and gorithms were implemented in Java (SUN JDK1.3.1,
the pruning te hniques, we run several experiments JIT ompiler) with a DOM library (OpenXML).
on real-life datasets.
We implemented the following three variations of the
We des ribe the datasets used in the experiments. basi algorithm Find-Freq-Trees of Fig. 6 omThe datasets are olle tions of HTML pages from bined with the pruning methods des ribed in Se several Web sear h site. We listed the URL of the tion 4.
sites in Table 2. We olle ted HTML pages by giving a set of keywords su h as \Honda" or \NP op-  basi : Find-Freq-Trees + S anningtimization problems" to a sear h engine and simply
Siblings
olle ted the gi-generated HTML pages returned by  middle : basi + the pruning using 1-patterns
the sear h engine.
and 2-patterns
The dataset allsites is a olle tion of gi-generated
288 HTML pages of 3.6MB from 30 Web databases  f ull : middle + Dupli ate-Dete tion
and sear h engine sites. This dataset attempt to
model information extra tion from heterogeneous The algorithm basi is the base algorithm equipped
sour es in internet. This dataset was used for the with the optimization S anning-Siblings of
performan e omparison among versions of mining Fig. 12 in Subse tion 4.1. The algorithm middle
algorithms.
is basi equipped with pruning te hniques with
11

size
pagesize (byte) #
3,633,255 288
2,336,474 100
1,264,134 100
1,478,728 100
2,399,679 100
1,269,455 100
1,312,475 100
5,614,548 180

dataset D
allsites
altavista
google
W ebCrawler
ly os
f ast
argos
iteseers

Table 3: datasets
tag
bran hing
jjDjj #L ave. var. max.
72,317 53 2.10 11.18 571
69,726 32 2.31 4.47 100
51,742 25 2.33 3.24 100
36,623 29 1.91 2.38 100
61,591 43 1.96 4.80 601
25,750 29 1.99 3.84 200
45,440 24 2.17 4.80 100
144,356 22 {
{
{

ave.
9.10
8.67
8.99
10.78
10.30
11.32
8.69
{

depth
var.
6.37
1.29
2.34
2.01
2.48
2.94
1.48
{

max.
96
12
18
18
17
16
14
{

the omputation is at most two and thus the optimization does not make any e e t. On the other
allsites
hand, at some data points with  larger than 5%, the
fully optimized version f ull is over order of magnitude faster than basi and middle. At these points,
the maximum stages were from 5 to over 10, and
dupli ate dete tion works well. At the data points
with sigma larger than 2%, we stopped to run basi
and middle sin e the running time ex eeds several
hours.
Consequently, the dupli ate dete tion te hnique in
Subse tion 4.4 is quite useful on this dataset, whi h
mimi s heterogeneous sour es. The speed-up of
middle by pruning with 1-pattern and 2-patterns
Figure 13: the eÆ ien y omparison of the three al- against basi is not observed.
gorithms (the ase  = 2:0(%) of middle are not
re orded.)
5.2 Performan e Comparison
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CPU time (sec)
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5

4

3

2

1

0

minimum support (%)

1-patterns and 2-patterns in Subse tion 4.2 and
Subse tion 4.3. Finally, the third algorithm f ull
will be the fastest one equipped with all optimization, namely, with Dupli ate-Dete tion in Se tion 4.4.

5.1 Basi Algorithm vs. Improved
Versions

Fig. 13 ompare the performan e of the basi algorithm basi and its variants middle and f ull on the
heterogeneous dataset allsites . The y-axis is logarithmi ally s aled. At the points of   5%, there is
no distin tion on the performan e is observed. This
is be ause up to this point, the maximum stage of

Fig. 14 shows the exe ution times for the six realworld datasets from Web by varying the values of
minimum support from 5% to 0:25% at minimum,
where ea h dataset ontains a homogeneous olle tion of gi-generated Web pages olle ted from the
same sear h engine site. We used the full optimized
version f ull as a mining algorithm.
We an see trends of our algorithm on a variety of
datasets. As in the ase for itemset dis overy [4℄,
the exe ution time in reases as the minimum support de reases. Although these six datasets have
similar hara teristi s in sizes, the number of nodes,
the bran hing fa tor, and the depth seen in Table 3,
the detailed trends were quite di erent.
To indi ates more detailed hara teristi s of the
datasets, in ea h plot, we also show the number of
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Figure 14: Main experiment: the exe ution time of ea h dataset
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the maximum stage, this equals the maximum size of
the frequent patterns, (dotted lines). Then, we observed that the number of frequent patterns and the
pu time were mainly dominated by the maximum
stage or the maximum size of the frequent patterns
in these datasets.

5.3 Performan es for Ea h Stage

allsites(minsup 1.5%)
10000

1000

To give more detailed look on the exe ution of our
algorithm, we show in Fig. 15 the trends of the pu
time, the number of frequent patterns, and the average number of the rightmost o urren es per pattern
as the stage pro eeds. The datasets were allsites
with  = 1:5% used in the experiment in Subse tion 5.1, google with  = 1:5% and W ebCrawler
with  = 0:75%. In allsites and WebCrawler, the
number of frequent patterns de reases as the stage
pro eeds, while in google the number slightly inreases and falls before the algorithm terminates.
The pu times are monotoni ally de reasing in all
datasets.
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5.4 S ale-up Experiment

Fig. 16 shows the s ale-up property of the FindFreq-Trees with all optimization te hnique (f ull).
The dataset was iteseers, whi h is the olle tions
of HTML pages ontaining bibliographi re ords of
online papers of 5.6MB. We in reases the number
of HTML pages from 5 pages (316KB) to 180 pages
(5,615KB) with the xed minimum support  = 2%.
We an observe that the exe ution time s ales almost
linearly. Similar s ale-up properties were observed
for other datasets.
For example, at the data point of 100 pages
(4,000KB), the data tree ontains 102,392 nodes.
Then, the algorithm found 34 frequent patterns with
maximum size 6 (nodes) in about 30 minutes. Below,
we show three patterns among 34 patterns found by
the algorithm, where the label P; B; FONT and #TEXT
stand for the tags for paragraphs, bold fonts, font
spe i ation ( olor in this ase) and text nodes, respe tively.
 fP : f B; B : fFONT : f#TEXTgggg
 fP : f#TEXT; B; #TEXT; #TEXT; #TEXTgg
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Figure 15: Performan e at ea h stage
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Figure 16: the s ale-up experiment
 fP : f#TEXT; #TEXT; B; #TEXT; #TEXTgg
6

Con lusion

In this paper, we studied a data mining problem for
semi-stru tured data by modeling semi-stru tured
data as labeled ordered trees. We presented an eÆient algorithm for nding all frequent ordered tree
patterns from a olle tion of semi-stru tured data,
whi h s ales almost linearly in the total size of maximal patterns. We run experiments on real-life Web
data to evaluate the proposed algorithms.
Optimized pattern mining is to nd those patterns
that optimize a given statisti al measure and attra ting mu h attention in both data mining and ma hine
learning ommunities [13, 18℄. We have devised fast
and robust mining algorithm for nding simple text
patterns [8, 12℄ and it was shown that the optimized
pattern dis overy is e e tive in text mining in ill dened environment. Thus, it is our future problem to
develop optimized pattern dis overy algorithm for
tree-stru tured data by extending our framework.
In this paper, we onsider the mining problem from
semi-stru tured data in a simplest model, and ignore the omplex omponents su h as attributes and
texts. It will be interesting to extend the proposal
algorithm to deal with texts and attributes of Web
pages or XML do uments.
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